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This paper analyses the technological intensity of industries classi-
fied by technology levels (low-technology, medium-low-technology,
medium-high-technology and high-technology) and patterns in Slove-
nian merchandise trade developments between and within industries
in the post-independence years since 1992. Merchandise trade flows
by industries are rather homogeneous in the extent of a decline in
the external trade integration measured by intra-industry trade in-
dices and in the presence of relative trade advantages. More consid-
erable diﬀerences are found in trade structures and trade quality us-
ing the ratio of export to import unit values. In exports we confirm
the climbing-up technological development approach, including the
jump-up in the medium-high-technology industries in the non-eu-15
markets. Medium-low- and medium-high-technology industries expe-
rienced greater price competitiveness in trade with the eu-15 countries.
High-technology industries and to a lesser extent low-technology in-
dustries experienced a greater competitiveness in the eu-15 internal and
external trade. These similarities and diﬀerences imply implications for
industries with diﬀerent technological intensity, which are associated
with trade and policy shifts before and after the accession of Slovenia to
the eu.
Key Words:merchandise trade, trade structures, intra-industry trade,
comparative trade advantages, price competitiveness
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Introduction
One of the key issues in trade theory and trade analysis is the investiga-
tion of patterns in trade specialization. Developed countries would spe-
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cialize in more advanced medium-high-technology and high-technology
industries, while emerging and developing countries in low-technology
industries (e. g. Krugman 1986; Laursen 2000). Empirical studies reveal
that there are some variances from these general patterns across coun-
tries in trade specialization (e. g. Dulleck et al. 2005; Wörz 2005).
Considering the literature on a dynamic view in economic develop-
ment and trade patterns, Stehrer andWörz (2003) distinguish three types
of technological catching-up processes: the continuous-convergence ap-
proach equally rapid in all industries; the climbing-up-the-ladder ap-
proach with catching-up first in low-technology industries and then in
medium-low-technology industries, and so on; and the jumping-up ap-
proach with catching-up first in high-technology or fast-growing indus-
tries when a higher learning potential in these fast growing sectors is
available.
Diﬀerent methodological concepts for measuring international trade
specialization have been developed in the literature (e. g. Grubel and
Lloyd 1975; Balassa 1965; 1989; Iaparde 2001). In diﬀerent empirical mer-
chandise trade analysis diﬀerent classifications of products and activi-
ties are used. To evaluate the dynamics of trade specialization and tech-
nological convergence in trade patterns most recent empirical analyses
of trade rely on grouping trade flows by technological intensities (e. g.
Stehrer and Wörz 2003; Wörz 2005). Murn and Kmet (2002) analyze the
structures of Slovenian exports by the unctad product classification ac-
cording to factors contents. They found a greater and increasing share
of products by human capital and technological intensity, but a reduc-
tion in natural resource-based products and low-qualified labor inten-
sive products. According to Rojec et al. (2004) these recorded favorable
patterns seem to be less optimistic when these developments are com-
pared with some previous eu-15 members, such as Finland and Ireland,
and some new eu members, such as the Czech Republic and Hungary.
In this article we analyze four groups of trade indicators that are
applied to the Slovenian merchandise trade in the post-independence
period since 1991: trade (export/import) structures, the development
of intra-industry trade (iit) versus inter-industry trade, the develop-
ment of comparative trade advantages, and international quality or
international price competitiveness.¹ We employ the classification of
the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (oecd)
that classifies merchandise trade by technology intensity levels of in-
dustries into four categories: low-technology, medium-low-technology,
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medium-high-technology and high-technology industries (see Hatzi-
chronoglou 1997). We compare our results concerning Slovenian mer-
chandise trade structures with Stehrer andWörz (2003) who analyze four
groups of countries: the United States of America (usa), North oecd,
South oecd, and East Asian countries. The comparison is possible due
to the use of the same classification of industries by technological inten-
sities. The patterns in Slovenian merchandise iit versus inter-industry
trade by technological intensity indicate a development in the degree of
external integration. The results are compared with some other similar
studies for Slovenia as well as for some other countries in the region
(e. g. Aturupane et al. 1999; Fidrmuc et al. 1999; Rojec et al. 2004). Be-
sides static indicators we calculate also dynamic or marginal iit indica-
tors (e. g. Brülhart 1994). Indicators of relative export advantage, relative
import penetration and relative trade advantage (e. g. Balassa 1965; 1989)
are used to establish associations of comparative relative advantages sep-
arately as well as simultaneously in exports and imports. Our results on
international quality or international price competitiveness for Slove-
nian merchandise trade flows are also compared with some other studies
(e. g. Aturupane et al. 1999; Fidrmuc et al. 1999). Finally, we derive a
conclusion and policy implications for Slovenian merchandise trade de-
velopments focusing on characteristics in technological convergence and
trade patterns.
Methodology and Data Used
Sectoral export (import) structures in total exports (imports) are defined
as:
Xi% =
Xi∑
i Xi
· 100 or (1)
Ui% =
Ui∑
i Ui
· 100, (2)
where Xi% is the i-activity export share, Xi is the i-activity export value,∑
i Xi is the total value of exports, Ui% is the i-activity import share, Ui
is the i-activity import value and
∑
i Ui is the total value of imports. The
export and import shares are analyzed by activities and over time.
To obtain evidence on trade types, we employ the measure of intra-
industry trade (iit). More approaches and methods to calculate intra-
industry trade are developed in the literature (e. g. Grubel and Lloyd
1975; Greenaway et al. 1995). The iit component in trade flows is often
measured by a percentage of iit as an approximation of the degree of
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integration of a certain activity into international trade (e. g. Greenaway
et al. 1999). The most widely used formula for measuring the iit is the
Grubel-Lloyd (1975) iit index (gliit), which measures the structure of
trade flows by the proportion of iit in total trade by product categories:
gliiti =
(
1 −
∑
j |Xij −Mij|∑
j(Xij +Mij)
)
, (3)
where X denotes the value of exports and the M value of imports,
whereby i and j denote product groups. The degree of iit at the aggregate
level i is defined as a weighted average, where a share of value of a specific
product j at the eight-digit level of Combined Nomenclature (cn) clas-
sification in the total trade value of product group i is used as a weight.
The gliit index ranges between 0% and 100%. It is equal to 0% when
all trade within a certain product group i is of inter-industry type (for
example, if there are only exports or only imports). It is equal to 100%
when all trade within a certain product group i is of iit type (for exam-
ple, if export is equal to import). Besides the static Grubel-Lloyd (1975),
the liit index, we employ also the dynamic marginal iit index that indi-
cates dynamic changes in trade flows between two diﬀerent time periods
(years) (Brülhart 1994; Thom and McDowell 1999; Bojnec and Novak
2005a; 2005b). Similarly to gliit indices, also marginal iit indices are
calculated as aggregated indices using trade weights. The dynamic ag-
gregated marginal iit index measures the proportion of changes in total
trade flows between two time periods, which pertain to iit vis-à-vis the
inter-industry trade. iit can be horizontal or vertical (e. g. Greenaway
et al. 1995; Thom and McDowell 1999). The inter-industry trade index
is a residual between 100% and the value of gliit (or marginal gliit)
index:
iti = 100 − giiti. (4)
The greater the value of inter-industry trade (it), the greater the cost
of restructuring, and adjustment in the economy is expected following
the rapid trade liberalization.
One of the important questions in international trade and in eco-
nomic growth is the question of competitiveness (e. g. Balassa 1989;
Laursen 2000; Chen 2004; Funke and Ruhwedel 2005). Theories and
concepts diﬀer in measuring competitiveness and competition at global,
regional, national, activity and micro economic levels. Our research fo-
cus in this article is limited only to theories, concepts and measures of
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comparative trade advantages. In this specific research area diﬀerent in-
dicators for measuring competitiveness on the basis of trade data are
developed. The advantage of using trade data in empirical analysis of
competitiveness lies in the fact that reactions in demands and supply
responses are considered simultaneously. Indicators of comparative ad-
vantages on the basis of trade data measure competitiveness by compar-
ing one sector to the others (e. g. Balassa 1965; 1989; Vollrath 1991). The
most widely used indicators on the basis of trade data are: the relative
export advantage (rxa) index, the relative import penetration (rmp)
index and the relative trade advantage (rta) index:
rxaij =
Xij∑
l,lj Xil
·
∑
k,ki
∑
l,lj Xkl∑
k,ki Xkj
, (5)
rmpij =
Mij∑
l,lj Mil
·
∑
k,ki
∑
l,lj Mkl∑
k,ki Mkj
, (6)
where X denotes the value of export and M the value of import, i and k
denote product groups, whereby j and l denote countries. The numera-
tor is equal to export (import) of a country (for example for Slovenian
export or import with the eu-15) for a certain product group vis-à-vis
export (import) of this product from all countries, which are used as
a benchmark of comparison (for example the eu-15).² The enumerator
captures total exports (imports) of a certain country (Slovenia) as the
export (import) share in total export (import) of all countries, which are
used as the benchmark of comparison (for example the eu-15). An rxa
greater than 1 indicates that a country in this product group has a relative
comparative export advantage, and vice versa, an rxa lower than 1 indi-
cates a relative comparative export disadvantage. On the other hand, the
rmp indicates a relative comparative advantage (when the rmp is lower
than 1) or a disadvantage in the import penetration (when the rmp is
greater than 1) for a certain product or sector. The rta is calculated as a
diﬀerence between the rxa and the rmp:
rtaij = rxaij − rmpij (7)
When rta is positive, there is a relative comparative trade advantage,
and vice versa when rta is negative, there is a relative comparative trade
disadvantage.
Quality or price competitiveness in matched merchandise trade flows
is often measured by comparisons of export-to-import unit price val-
ues for a same product category (Greenaway et al. 1995; Aturupane et
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al. 1999). The ratio of export-to-import unit values is used as a measure
to indicate the quality of Slovenian merchandise exports vis-à-vis im-
ports. In this article we use a comparison between Slovenian export and
import unit values in merchandise trade with the eu-15 countries. The
export unit value (uvxij) and the import unit value (uvmij) are derived
on the basis of values and quantities of merchandise exports and imports
at the eight-digit level of cn classification, where j is an individual prod-
uct within the product group i. The ratio of Slovenian export-to-import
unit values in merchandise trade with the eu-15 at the eight-digit cn
classification level (iattij) is defined as:
iarrij =
uvxij
uvmij
. (8)
The results are presented as weighted at the group i level by activities
of technological intensities of products. Value shares of individual prod-
uct j in total value of product group i are used as weights (see also Bo-
jnec and Novak 2005b). If the export unit value for Slovenian exports is
greater than the import unit value for Slovenian imports from the eu-15,
then this implies that higher quality products are exported rather than
imported, and vice versa when the ratio is lower than one. Moreover,
Slovenian export unit values for merchandise exports to the eu-15 are
compared with similar unit values in internal eu-15 imports and exter-
nal eu-15 imports, respectively.
The empirical analysis of four groups of trade indicators (export/imp-
ort structures, iit versus inter-industry trade, comparative trade advan-
tages, and international price competitiveness) for Slovenian merchan-
dise trade is conducted at the eight-digit cn classification on the basis of
trade data obtained from the Statistical Oﬃce of the Republic of Slovenia
(sors) for total Slovenian trade, and on the basis of the Comext cd-rom
data obtained from the Statistical Oﬃce of the European Community
(eurostat) for trade between Slovenia and the eu-15 countries as well
as for all internal and external eu-15 trade.
Merchandise Trade Structures by Technological Intensities
Medium-high technology products are the most important item in the
Slovenian export trade structures (table 1). Their share is increasing,
while the share of low-technology products is declining. This clearly
suggests that induced quality improvements are consistent with the
jumping-up approach from low-technology to medium-high-technology
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table 1 Slovenian total merchandise trade structures (%)
1992 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
Merchandise export structure
High-technology 5.73 6.39 6.00 6.94 6.07 7.11 6.87 7.11
Medium-high 34.06 36.35 42.60 43.27 43.38 42.58 43.69 44.15
Medium-low 19.74 22.83 19.60 20.17 20.27 20.85 20.16 20.82
Low-technology 40.47 34.43 31.80 29.62 30.29 29.46 29.28 27.93
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Merchandise import structure
High-technology 6.45 9.37 9.00 9.11 9.34 9.69 8.29 8.71
Medium-high 34.14 39.01 39.99 39.96 40.19 42.32 40.38 40.90
Medium-low 29.54 25.19 25.26 24.68 24.84 27.57 26.23 25.85
Low-technology 29.88 26.43 25.74 26.25 25.63 20.42 25.10 24.55
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Source: Own calculations on the basis of data from sors.
products. The share of medium-low-technology products is more sta-
ble at around one-fifth of merchandise exports. The share of high-
technology exports is increasing, albeit it is still less than 7.2%.
Medium-high-technology industries are also the most important item
in Slovenian import structures, but their increase is lower than that of
export structures. Low-technology products are also less important in
imports than in exports, but with an explored convergence tendency
in export and import structures to around one-fourth of trade. High-
technology products and medium-low-technology products are rela-
tively more important in imports than in exports.
The Slovenian export share of low-technology industries is greater
than that of the usa and East Asian countries, but lower than that of
North and South oecd countries (table 2). With further increases in
Slovenian real wages, their export shares are likely to decline further.
Slovenian medium-low technology industries are more important in
merchandise trade structures than in the usa. In these industries, Slove-
nian import structures explore similar patterns as North oecd coun-
tries, while Slovenian export shares are lower than those of North oecd
countries. South oecd countries and East Asian countries experience
greater import and export shares in medium-low-technology industries
than does Slovenia.
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table 2 Merchandise trade structures and patterns (%)
usa oecd North oecd South East Asia
1981 1997 1981 1997 1981 1997 1981 1997
Export structure
High-technology 21.14 28.23 4.06 3.22 3.90 6.99* 15.72 29.38
Medium-high 49.73 46.08 28.55 34.97 27.15 12.88 17.86 24.91
Medium-low 13.71 11.88 34.27 29.66 35.19 41.00 32.70 23.94
Low-technology 15.42 13.81 33.12 32.15 33.76 46.12 33.72 21.77
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Import structure
High-technology 12.37 23.74 6.47 4.34 10.35 12.55* 11.29 15.46
Medium-high 36.16 38.77 31.27 30.15 43.73 24.69 38.58 32.52
Medium-low 28.41 17.68 29.38 27.29 25.83 32.28 22.77 29.74
Low-technology 23.06 19.81 32.43 38.22 20.09 43.03 27.36 22.28
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
* Data for 1992. Note: usa – the United States of America. oecd North: Australia, Aus-
tria, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany-west, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands,
New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. oecd South: Greece, Portugal,
Spain, and Iceland. East Asia: Hong Kong, Indonesia, the Republic of Korea, Malaysia,
Singapore, and Thailand. Source: Stehrer and Wörz (2003).
Medium-high-technology industries play a crucial role in the Slove-
nian merchandise trade. Their roles in the usa exports are replacing
high-technology industries. The Slovenian export share of medium-
high-technology industries is catching up on North oecd countries, and
is greater than that of South oecd countries and East Asian countries.
Greater shares of medium-high-technology industries in Slovenia com-
pared to North oecd countries, South oecd countries, and East Asian
countries are found for imports.
More considerable diﬀerences across countries are recorded for mer-
chandise trade patterns in high-technology industries. High-technology
industries in Slovenia are still much less important in merchandise trade
than in the usa and in East Asian countries. This makes also a consider-
able diﬀerence between the usa, East Asia and Europe, of which the latter
is lagging behind. The Slovenian export share in high-technology prod-
ucts is greater than that of North oecd countries and similar to that of
South oecd countries. The latter experience higher import shares than
Slovenia, while import shares of North oecd countries are lower.
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SlovenianMerchandise Trade Structures with the EU-15Markets
After the Slovenian independence, the eu-15 markets have been the most
important destination for Slovenian merchandise exports and the origin
of Slovenian merchandise imports with around two-thirds of Slovenian
merchandise exports flowing to the eu-15 markets, and even somewhat
greater imports from those eu countries to the Slovenian markets. As
presented in table 3, medium-high-technology industries are the most
important item in the Slovenian merchandise exports to the eu-15 mar-
kets, but with a slight decline in the export share, which has been ob-
served since 1994. This declining tendency in Slovenian merchandise
export shares to the eu-15 markets diﬀers from the general Slovenian
merchandise export patterns, suggesting that Slovenia has been facing
more considerable competitive pressures in these products on the eu-
15 markets than in other markets. Initial Slovenian advantages on the
eu-15 markets have deteriorated over time. The declining tendency in
Slovenian merchandise export shares to the eu-15 markets is also ob-
served for low-technology industries, which seems to be caused by in-
creasing Slovenian wages, reducing cost competitiveness, and increasing
competitive pressures in the eu-15 markets from emerging regional and
world market competitors. The tendency towards continued technologi-
cal catch-up is confirmed for high-technology industries, albeit at a rela-
tively lower level, and for medium-low-technology industries. These two
merchandise export shifts from low-technology industries to medium-
low-technology industries and from medium-high-technology to high-
technology industries could be referred as the climbing up approach in
the Slovenian exports to the eu-15 markets.
In Slovenian merchandise import structures from the eu-15 mar-
kets, there is a continuous decline in low-technology industry im-
ports, but a slight increase in medium-low-technology industries and
high-technology industries, and particularly a considerable increase in
medium-high-technology imports.
Intra-Industry Trade
The gliit index for the Slovenian merchandise trade with the eu, cal-
culated by Wyzan (1999), increased from 0.58 in 1992 to 0.696 in 1998.³
Aturupane et al. (1999) present the results of the gliit index as a per-
centage of the Slovenian iit with individual eu-9 countries. The gliits
varied between 35% and 40% in the years 1993–1995. The percentage of
the horizontal iit increased slightly, but the vertical iit remained the
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table 3 Slovenian merchandise trade structures with the eu-15 (%)
1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
Merchandise export structure
High-technology 7.6 7.6 9.1 9.0 8.6 9.2 11.2 11.9 11.6 12.9
Medium-high 48.4 48.4 46.6 45.2 44.7 45.1 44.9 43.0 44.4 43.5
Medium-low 16.9 17.9 18.4 20.3 22.4 23.1 22.8 24.4 23.3 23.1
Low-technology 27.2 26.2 25.9 25.5 24.3 22.6 21.1 20.7 20.8 20.5
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Merchandise import structure
High-technology 5.3 5.4 5.1 8.4 4.7 4.9 5.3 6.9 5.7 7.1
Medium-high 34.7 37.6 39.4 39.9 42.0 46.3 45.4 45.0 46.1 48.1
Medium-low 18.1 19.2 20.6 19.5 20.7 19.6 20.4 21.2 22.0 21.0
Low-technology 42.0 37.8 34.9 32.2 32.6 29.1 28.8 26.9 26.2 23.7
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Source: Own calculations on the basis of data from Eurostat Comext cd-rom (2004).
table 4 gliit index for total Slovenian merchandise trade (%)
1992 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
High-technology 70.3 64.0 91.2 68.1 92.2 82.2 78.0 76.8
Medium-high 92.6 74.2 68.8 72.1 67.9 97.8 65.7 64.0
Medium-low 87.4 82.9 83.8 83.6 81.0 83.7 81.5 77.4
Low-technology 77.7 94.5 62.3 92.9 63.9 84.3 62.4 61.8
Source: Own calculations on the basis of data from sors.
most important component of iit. The Slovenian merchandise trade
with the eu is also compared by Fidrmuc et al. (1999). They find that in
1996 the gliit index in merchandise trade between Austria and Slovenia
was 61.4%, between Italy and Slovenia 58.5% and between Germany and
Slovenia 52.7%. Such diﬀerences in the results of these studies indicate a
mixed finding regarding the prevalence of iit or inter-industry trade in
Slovenian merchandise trade with selected eu countries.
Our results of gliit indices are presented separately for total Slove-
nian merchandise trade with all trading partners and separately for
Slovenian merchandise trade with the eu-15. gliit indices for total
Slovenian merchandise trade indicate some prevailing iit characteris-
tics in total Slovenian merchandise trade (table 4). While an increase in
iit over time is expected with the economic growth and trade liberaliza-
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tion, this tendency is not clearly confirmed by our results for Slovenia.
The evidence indicates some instabilities and even a declining tendency
in gliit indices for total Slovenian merchandise trade, suggesting a per-
sistence of some bottlenecks reducing the degree of external trade in-
tegration. However, the majority of total Slovenian merchandise trade
flows remain of iit type.
Our results for the Slovenian iit are somewhat more consistent with
theory in the case of Slovenian merchandise trade with the eu-15 (table
5). In 1993, at least 80% of Slovenian merchandise trade flows were char-
acterized by the iit type, suggesting that similar products were exported
and imported at the same time. Since then, two diverging patterns have
been observed. First, there was an increasing tendency in the degree of
iit for low-technology industries and for medium-high-technology in-
dustries particularly between 1993 and 1997. These industries were heav-
ily integrated with the eu-15. Second, there has been a declining ten-
dency in the degree of iit for medium-low-technology industries and
high-technology industries, which is inconsistent with Slovenian eﬀorts
to achive a greater integration with the eu-15 markets. More likely, it
has resulted from the prevalence of export in the case of medium-low-
technology industries and the prevalence of import in the case of high-
technology industries.
For comparison we also present our results for gliit indices for the
internal eu-15 merchandise trade and the external eu-15 merchandise
trade. The internal merchandise trade between the eu-15 countries is
exclusively of iit type. This finding is consistent with previous studies
on this subject (e. g. Chen 2004). The iit component contains more
than 95% of merchandise trade flows. This holds for main technolog-
ical groups and for individual analyzed years, suggesting that the bor-
derless single eu market leads to exporting and importing of similar
merchandise products at the same time. The external eu-15 merchandise
trade with the rest of the world indicates an increasing tendency in the
already relatively high degree of iit for low-technology, medium-low-
technology, and high-technology industries. In the case of the medium-
low-technology industry, iit is also prevailing but at a lower degree
(around 70%). Thus, the evidence for the eu-15 merchandise trade sug-
gests that the prevalence and a further increase in the iit are consistent
with theoretical expectations that economic growth and trade liberaliza-
tion are pushing up the degree of iit.
The marginal iit (miit) index measures the degree of iit in trade
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table 5 gliit index for Slovenian merchandise trade with the eu-15 (%)
1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
Slovenian merchandise trade with the eu-15
High-technology 80.0 81.4 65.2 64.0 59.4 60.2 55.3 62.8 56.2 61.6
Medium-high 81.8 85.5 84.4 86.1 84.0 90.4 89.3 90.5 90.5 94.3
Medium-low 98.5 98.5 98.4 90.4 83.0 81.2 83.4 81.4 85.9 84.7
Low-technology 80.4 83.9 92.5 96.0 98.4 98.3 95.7 98.5 99.8 96.7
Merchandise trade between the eu-15 countries
High-technology 98.7 98.3 97.2 97.2 95.7 97.4 95.9 95.9 95.1 95.2
Medium-high 99.6 98.8 99.7 99.8 99.9 99.8 99.5 99.8 99.9 99.4
Medium-low 95.9 97.2 97.0 97.2 97.0 97.7 96.3 96.8 95.7 95.6
Low-technology 96.0 96.2 96.6 96.5 96.6 97.1 96.8 96.5 96.6 96.4
eu-15 merchandise trade with the rest of the world
High-technology 92.1 92.5 94.5 95.3 96.4 94.6 92.3 91.3 96.1 97.1
Medium-high 70.4 70.5 69.0 66.6 68.8 73.6 77.6 78.1 74.8 72.0
Medium-low 93.4 94.9 96.1 90.9 91.2 96.3 96.6 99.7 99.6 97.8
Low-technology 92.2 92.9 99.8 99.0 99.6 97.2 94.3 93.9 93.8 94.5
Source: Own calculations on the basis of data from Eurostat Comext cd-rom (2004).
table 6 Marginal iit index for total Slovenian manufacturing trade (%)
miiti miiti miiti
1996–1992 2002–1992 2002–1996
High-technology 64.9 99.6 69.0
Medium-high 84.3 81.8 64.5
Medium-low 98.4 81.1 77.4
Low-technology 81.9 95.5 72.1
Source: Own calculations on the basis of data from sors.
changes over a certain period of time. The prevalence of iit in total
Slovenian merchandise trade, which diﬀers across technological product
groups and periods is confirmed again (table 6). For low-technology,
medium-low-technology, and medium-high-technology industries, the
degree of iit was higher in the first period 1992–1996 than in the sec-
ond period 1996–2002, and vice versa for high-technology industries.
The miit for the whole period 1992–2002 was higher than that for the
two sub-periods in the case of low-technology industries and high-
technology industries. This could be explained by the fact that some
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table 7 Relative export advantage for Slovenian merchandise trade
in the eu-15 markets
1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
Benchmark: Internal eu-15 merchandise trade
High-technology 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Medium-high 1.7 1.6 1.8 1.9 2.2 1.5 1.9 1.9 2.0 1.8
Medium-low 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.6 2.0 1.7 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.1
Low-technology 1.2 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.7 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4
Benchmark: External eu-15 merchandise trade
High-technology 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.6
Medium-high 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.5 1.8 1.8 2.1 2.2 2.0 1.7
Medium-low 1.1 1.2 1.5 1.7 2.2 2.3 2.6 2.9 2.7 2.4
Low-technology 1.8 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 1.9 2.0 2.2 2.0 1.9
Source: Own calculations on the basis of data from Eurostat Comext cd-rom (2004).
shifts in trade flows occurred in the mid-1990s, which biases the empiri-
cal results.
The majority of Slovenian merchandise miit is of a vertical type. This
tendency towards diversity rather than similarity is consistent with struc-
tural changes which have occurred in the Slovenian economy, causing
supply side changes, and changes in demand by consumers towards a
diversity of products in the markets.
Comparative Trade Advantages
According to the relative export advantage in the eu-15 markets, Slove-
nian merchandise exports in the internal eu-15 merchandise exports
would enjoy comparative advantages (ratio greater than 1) in the case
of low-technology, medium-low-technology, and medium-high-techno-
logy industries, but not in the case of high-technology industries (mea-
sure lower than 1; see table 7). Although there exist some diﬀerences in
the absolute size of the measure of relative export advantages, a similar
conclusion is derived on the basis of comparisons of Slovenian merchan-
dise exports to the eu-15 countries vis-à-vis the eu-15 external merchan-
dise exports.
Relative import penetration indices suggest that Slovenia was more
successful in merchandise import substitution from the eu-15 in com-
parison with the eu-15 internal merchandise imports for high-techno-
logy industries and to a lesser extent for medium-high technology in-
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table 8 Relative import penetration for Slovenian merchandise trade with the eu-15
1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
Benchmark: Internal eu-15 merchandise trade
High-technology 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Medium-high 0.9 1.0 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.1
Medium-low 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2
Low-technology 2.3 2.0 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.1
Benchmark: External eu-15 merchandise trade
High-technology 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2
Medium-high 1.7 1.9 1.8 1.9 1.7 1.8 1.6 1.6 1.8 2.1
Medium-low 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.3
Low-technology 2.4 2.0 1.8 1.7 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.1
Source: Own calculations on the basis of data from Eurostat Comext cd-rom (2004).
table 9 Relative trade advantage for Slovenian merchandise trade with the eu-15
1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
Benchmark: Internal eu-15 merchandise trade
High-technology 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
Medium-high 0.8 0.6 1.0 1.1 1.4 0.5 1.0 0.9 1.0 0.7
Medium-low –0.1 –0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 0.7 1.0 1.1 0.8 0.8
Low-technology –1.1 –0.8 –0.1 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3
Benchmark: External eu-15 merchandise trade
High-technology 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4
Medium-high –0.2 –0.4 –0.2 –0.4 0.1 0.0 0.4 0.5 0.2 –0.4
Medium-low –0.1 –0.1 0.2 0.3 0.9 1.2 1.3 1.7 1.4 1.1
Low-technology –0.6 –0.4 0.0 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.8 0.7
Source: Own calculations on the basis of data from Eurostat Comext cd-rom (2004).
dustries, when the measure is lower than 1, but less so in the case of
low-technology industries, where the measure is greater than 1. In the
latter case, some improvements have been recorded recently (table 8).
The picture is less clear for medium-low-technology industries, where
the measure around 1 or slightly greater than 1 suggests more indiﬀer-
ent decisions between domestic Slovenian merchandise production and
import substitution by merchandise products from the eu-15 countries.
When Slovenian merchandise imports from the eu-15 countries are
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compared with the eu-15 external merchandise imports, the relative
import penetration index is not substantially diﬀerent in the case of
low-technology industries and high-technology industries. A disadvan-
tage in import penetration is more clearly recorded for medium-low-
technology industries. Even more evident is the disadvantage in import
penetration for medium-high-technology industries. Before the Slove-
nian accession to the eu, the eu-15 external markets had been more
relevant for a comparison. With Slovenia’s eu membership, the internal
eu market has become more relevant. However, some other countries
joined the eu at the same time. So the internal eu market has slightly
changed when some other countries from the Central European region
joined the eu.
According to our results, Slovenia enjoys a relative trade advantage in
merchandise trade in the eu-15 markets in high-technology industries
due to an advantage in import penetration rather than in export (table
9). For other industries by technological intensities the results are mixed,
but the trade advantage is more evident than the trade disadvantage.
International Price Competitiveness
The ratio of export to import prices greater than one, which is achieved
by Slovenia in merchandise trade with the eu-15 countries, indicates that
Slovenia exported better quality products and thus more expensive ones
to the eu-15 countries (the upper part of table 10). However, the unit
price ratio has declined over time. This deterioration in the unit price
ratio towards close to one, and thus towards a greater similarity in the
quality of exported and imported products is more considerable for low-
technology and for high-technology industries. The declining tendency
in the unit price ratio is also confirmed for medium-high-technology
industries, but the ratio remains greater than one. The unit price ratio for
medium-low-technology industries at around 1.4 suggests a more stable
quality and thus price advantages of Slovenian merchandise exports vis-
à-vis Slovenian merchandise imports from the eu-15 in these products.
The ratio of Slovenian merchandise export prices achieved on the eu-
15 markets vis-à-vis the internal eu-15 merchandise import prices in-
dicates Slovenian price competitiveness for high-technology industries
with an additional improvement over time, and for low-technology in-
dustries with some deteriorations (the middle part of table 10). The ev-
idence suggests a lack of Slovenian merchandise price competitiveness
on the eu-15 internal markets for medium-low-technology industries as
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table 10 Slovenian export to eu-15 import price ratio in merchandise trade
1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
Slovenian export to import unit values with the eu-15
High-technology 1.13 1.12 1.22 1.11 1.09 1.13 1.09 1.12 1.08 0.98
Medium-high 1.57 1.55 1.47 1.38 1.44 1.38 1.38 1.25 1.24 1.31
Medium-low 1.47 1.67 1.43 1.32 1.42 1.56 1.41 1.27 1.32 1.44
Low-technology 1.23 1.19 1.14 1.18 1.17 1.07 1.09 1.06 1.01 1.02
Benchmark: Internal eu-15 import price
High-technology 1.39 1.37 1.29 1.24 – 1.43 1.39 1.49 1.59 1.58
Medium-high – 0.88 0.85 1.04 0.89 0.97 0.87 0.89 0.93 1.08
Medium-low 0.42 0.23 0.28 0.28 0.25 0.39 0.46 0.19 0.17 0.72
Low-technology 1.29 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.06 1.15 1.19 1.18 1.19 1.09
Benchmark: External eu-15 import price
High-technology 1.25 1.53 1.49 1.78 1.49 1.39 1.39 1.45 1.31 1.25
Medium-high 1.12 0.76 0.76 0.73 0.89 0.94 0.89 0.84 0.93 1.07
Medium-low 0.38 0.29 0.28 0.19 0.36 0.39 0.38 – 0.17 1.26
Low-technology 1.52 1.61 1.68 1.62 1.77 1.64 – 1.19 1.13 –
Source: Own calculations on the basis of data from Eurostat Comext cd-rom (2004).
well as for medium-high-technology industries. In the latter case, recent
improvements in price competitiveness have been recorded.
The ratio of Slovenian merchandise export prices on the eu-15 mar-
kets vis-à-vis the external eu-15merchandise import prices also indicates
Slovenian price competitiveness for high-technology industries, but with
more stable tendencies over time, and low-technology industries with
some deteriorations (the bottom part of table 10). The evidence suggests
a general lack of price competitiveness for medium-low- technology in-
dustries. The exception is the year 2002. To a lesser extent, this is also true
for medium-high-technology industries.
Conclusions
Slovenianmerchandise trade structures explore three significant patterns
with two considerable shifts. First, we have confirmed that there is the
shift from low-technology industries, where Slovenia is losing its com-
parative advantage, towards medium-low-technology, medium-high-
technology and high-technology industries. This shift is most consis-
tent with the climbing-up technological development approach. As more
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low-technology industries, which are largely low-skill labour-intensive,
are lost at the eu-15 and other markets to the catching-up countries
from the region and the rest of the world, Slovenian low-technology
industries are shrinking. Thus the demand for low-skilled workers is de-
clining. Second, Slovenia particularly gains comparative advantage by
the jump-up in medium-high-technology industries in the non-eu-15
markets. At these markets Slovenia has been losing its initial compar-
ative advantage caused by the eu-15 trade liberalization towards other
Central and East European countries and the rest of the world. Finally,
Slovenian merchandise trade patterns in medium-low-technology and
high-technology industries indicate more mixed trade patterns with the
continuous convergence and the climbing up the ladder approaches.
The Slovenian merchandise trade by technological intensities seems to
be more similar to trade patterns observed in the North oecd countries.
However, the mixture of the continuous convergence, climbing-up and
jumping-up technological approaches have also some elements which
are observed in rapidly growing East Asian countries. However, the tech-
nological jump-up in Slovenia as well as in most European countries
has been much less remarkable in the case of high-technology indus-
tries, which are one of the key features in the jumping-up trade and in
high-technology-based export-led growth in some East Asian countries.
The role of education, internal organization of production, firms’ for-
eign investment strategies and transfer of technologies, research and de-
velopment activities are among those crucial factors in these technolog-
ical development shifts. However, there is also an important role of gov-
ernment policies in reducing market failures and providing a proper in-
centive mechanism for trade and developments. The indicators of iit
for Slovenia do not reveal that trade liberalization and economic growth
have led to an increase in iit in merchandise trade. These trade patterns
are observed in Slovenian manufacturing trade with the eu-15 countries
for low-technology industries and for medium-high-technology indus-
tries. Except for high-technology industries, Slovenia has enjoyed a rela-
tive export advantage in the eu-15 markets. On the other hand, Slovenia
has beenmore successful in the import penetration from the eu-15 coun-
tries for high-technology industries. As a result of the combined eﬀects
of export advantage and import penetration, high-technology industries
have a trade advantage in the eu-15 markets. To a lesser extent and with
considerable diﬀerences by individual years this holds also for medium-
high-, medium-low- and low-technology industries. Slovenia was com-
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petitive in quality and prices in trade with the eu-15 in medium-high-
and medium-low-technology industries, but less for low-technology and
high-technology industries. Slovenian high-technology industries per-
form better when merchandise export prices at the eu-15 markets are
compared with internal and external eu-15 merchandise import prices.
Slovenian low-technology industries perform better when export prices
at the eu-15 markets are compared with external eu-15 import prices.
Slovenian industries, which perform better in comparison to the eu-15
external than to the eu-15 internal trade conditions, are facing greater
diﬃculties upon the accession of Slovenia in the enlarged borderless eu
markets.
Notes
1. For more detailed results on Slovenian merchandise trade at more dis-
aggregated trade data levels see Bojnec andNovak (2004, 2005a, 2005b,
and 2005c).
2. As a benchmark of comparison for Slovenia are relevant eu countries.
The trade for eu countries is recorded separately for intra-eu trade
between its member countries and for extra-eu trade with the rest of
the world. Before Slovenia’s accession to the eu, around two-thirds of
Slovenian merchandise trade was with the eu-15.
3. According to Wyzan (1999, 327), the gliit index for Slovenian mer-
chandise trade increased by more than 10 percentage points between
1992 and 1998 suggesting the increased degree of integration of Slove-
nian merchandise industries with the eu markets.
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